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pulley assemblies
Our Belle conveyor belt pulley assemblies are world renowned for their
exceptional quality and guaranteed performance. Designed with
proven proprietary software, 3D parametric modeling and high
strength alloy steels our pulley assemblies are lighter and stronger. In
fact they are designed for inﬁ nite life.
Our pulley assemblies feature:
Proven processes & designs
Interior welds & thermal stress relieving on all pulleys with shafts greater
than 125mm at the hub
State-of-the-art submerged arc welding for both linear and circular welds
Smooth polished radii on shafting & end-plates to avoid stress risers
Third-party NDT testing
No welded hubs
No center disks
Lagging products for every application; hot vulcanized rubber is our
standard, urethane is for superior wear resistance and ceramic is for
superior drive pulley traction.
Specialized lagging products for acid resistance, oil resistance, ﬁre
resistance, static conductive properties and more.
Industry-leading 3 year warranty
pulley end disc designs classiﬁed by belt tension
NOTE: Belt tenson ratings are approximate and are listed only as reference.
End Disc ratings in speciﬁ c pulley designs may vary signiﬁ cantly,
based on pulley or shaft diameter, locking assembly rating, etc.

supplier background:

RAS Industries Ltd. has designed and
manufactured conveyor pulleys since the
1960s. In the 1980s, we began focusing 100%
on conveyor pulley assemblies and similar
equipment. In the 1990s they began
manufacturing engineered class pulleys for
companies mining the Athabasca oil sands of
Alberta, Canada. Today, as a global leader in
conveyor pulley technology, they specialize
in designing and manufacturing world-class
engineered pulleys and components. From
design to fabrication and through after-sales
service, RAS exceeds the needs of the
conveying industry. Their dedication to
constant improvement means that they will
always be there with new solutions to help
keep our industry moving forward.

quality
At RAS Industries, they believe in quality. To
RAS a quality product is a product that
performs beyond our customer’s
expectations. To ensure their products meet
the highest international standards, they
adhere to ISO 9001 Quality Management
System throughout the entire process from
design to shipping.

commitment

As a global leader in the design and
manufacture of conveyor pulley assemblies,
they are committed to:
HUB
END PLATE
BELT TENSION

PROFILE
END DISC

TURBINE
END DISC

T-SECTION
END DISC

2,000 lbf

60,000 lbf

120,000 lbf

8,9 kN

266,9 kN

533,8 kN

TO ANY BELT TENSION

case studies

ISO 9001:2008
QMI-SAI GLOBAL
FILE NO. 001423

Customer-oriented solutions
ISO 9001:2008 quality system
100% customer satisfaction
Superior performance
Ongoing product support
Continuous Improvement

You will ﬁnd these pulley assemblies at work in the
world’s most demanding environments.
In Canada’s Athabasca Oil Sands, our pulley assemblies
endure temperatures that range from -40°C to +30°C. In
the Arizona desert our pulley assemblies allow
production to continue in extreme heat. In South
America our pulley assemblies allow operations to
continue high in the Andes Mountains.
From deep sea ports to open-pit mines, our customers
span the globe.
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